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Details of Visit:

Author: Grateful gentleman
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 5 Aug 2013 11.15am
Duration of Visit: 3 hours
Amount Paid: 750
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07564647198

The Premises:

Very pleasant flat, very discrete, public parking across the street very close to the town centre. I
provided the drinks on this occasion but refreshments are offered on arrival. These are the
premises she shares with Angelina, (see also Northampton Angels, and Angelina Carr websites). A
really comfortable apartment with lots of space to relax and enjoy.

The Lady:

Her hair is described as brown, but it is highlighted to closer to bronze blonde. Her face is round,
welcoming, with soft lips, and her eyes are piercing blue. You cannot stop looking into her eyes
although there are other distractions. 5ft 5in is her described height but in her heels closer to 5ft 9in.
Slender, with an enhanced bust that attracts attention. Long slim legs, that are very sensitive to the
touch, and love to be kissed and stroked. She had a recently acquired tattoo on her hip which was
still tender to the touch when I met. But I am sure it will soon heal and demand lots of close
examination.

The Story:

Now Lisa whilst she is exclusive and high class the reason for the price quoted above is that this
was a two girl session with her friend Angelina, who arranged the meeting. Angelina I have
described in a previous report, she is dark haired, with a gentle tan skinned which contrasted so
well with Lisa's pale flesh. We played out a little interview scenario with Lisa as an applicant to work
with myself and Angelina. Both girls are very cute, very intelligent and played their roles really well.
So there was a nice strip tease, followed by some intimate touching before we got down to some
real fun. Both girls have an excellent selection of lingerie, which is both appealing to the eye and
sensual to the touch. As you can see this session and these ladies are not really into quickies, the
time is designed for someone who wants to savour the luxury of two very attractive ladies in an
unhurried and exclusive manner. For the time you are with these ladies you can believe they are
entirely yours. At the end of our three hours Lisa had to disappear but Angelina stayed on and we
had naked lunch together. A great treat for me, and something I had waited a very long time for. If
you have one luxury this year, do try and make it Lisa with Angelina. I was warned I would fall in
love with Lisa. Not quite but she is an addiction, if I were a little wealthier I could become hooked on
her. 
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